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Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There is such ready action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healiag
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder Schaefer
Adv.
and irregular action disappear with

tie of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take It freely. Stops
coughs and colda, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
'
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REPUBLICAN COUNTY

IS ADDRESSED BY CANDIDATE FOR
CONGRESS FROM NEW MEX1C
Benigjno C. Hernandez is Warmly Received

by Leaders From all the Precincts
detract from its value, in the British
construction.

KAISER'S FLEET WILL TAKE A

Cruiser.

Hits Mine

WAR REVENUE

ACT
Tokio, Oct. 19. It is oflicially announced that 'Japanese raiser Taka-cliikwas sun by a wine in Kiao
Chow bay on the night o October 17.
The Hakachlko vas on patrol duty
she fouled
outside Tsing Tan win-the mine." Japanese destroyers heard
'the explosion ani eaw the flames.
They, hurried tb the assistance of the
cruiser, which,; however, disappeared
'quickly and in the darkness it was REPRESENTATIVE HENRY'S FILIBUSTER FORCES IT INTO
to rescue on'iy 1.2 men. Twenty-eiCOMMITTEE
of the no i commissioned offght
icers and 189 seamen perished.
o

CLARK HAKES

SMRYOFTIIE

STATE SITUATION

The French Statement
Paris, Oct. 19. The French war office gave out an official announcement
INthis afternoon as follows:
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CARD OF THANKS

AUTO STAGE

I wish to thank the people of Las
Vegas for their kindness toward my
wife during her last iliuess, especially
the nurses of the Las Vegas hospital
and the physician. I also wish to
thank especially the Santa Fe employes for their kindness and sympathy to me In my bereavementr
iWilliam J. Nutting.

stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving La a Vegas postofflce
g a. m
arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas

.

nwsiONDAY,

MUTUAL THEATER,

Automobile

5:45 p. m. Fare for
one way, $3.. Round1for one week, , "
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for they find in them all of the
smartness that characterizes the coats of their elders, coupled with a
touch of girlishness that makes them irresistible. There are gaberdines,
broadcloths, cheviots, plush, chinchillas, and novelties. Colors are: Black,
on
brown, dark blue, dark red, deep colorful plaids, etc. We specialize
?
1.50,
$8.50,
at
$9.50,
Coats at $6 and $8.50 and have excellent showings
$10.50 and $12.50, with a good line of School Coats at much less money.

"pilEY LIKE the styles particularly,

"a

Newest Nemo Corsets

f3

Complete Showing of New Models lor Fall Suits
There is double satisfaction in wearing a Nemo you know that your figure is fashionable
and that every organ is in proper position Abdominal supports, elastic sections and hip re$3.00
ducers combine this style and comfort. No 322, a new model like illustration is

hi
1

Model 510, Pair $5.00

Model 356 is $3.50
A new

auto-massa-

Corset with low

clinging skirt. Elastic
bands gently do away with all superfluous
bust and long,
flesh.

A last

TO

DRIVE

TRUCK

limb-shapin-

g

model

which gives extreme figure reduction just
below the waist linej with low bust and
long skirt.

graphophone and several records, he
can talk with the Mexicans.

curve-bac-

SEVENTEEN

ROD

At the larger places where the section hands hunk together with their
fan ilies, Mr. Hale has discovered that
AUTO ON
nearly every other bunk car has a
graphophone. On his tours, he will
isit several of the places in the even
ing. Hhe has purchased several records
o popular Spanish songs and tunes
and will give a concert to the Mexicans. After a dozen selected pieces GOOD HIGHWAYS MOVEMENT IS
HLAD OF SAFETY FIRST DEPARTof music, he will conclude with the
GIVEN AN IMPETUS IN
A
NOVEL
MENT TO MAKE
Spanish Bafety address. The depart
NEW MEXICO
JOURNEY
ment has several extra records of the
address and these will be left at the
Santa Fe, Oct. 19. With seventeen
Topeha, Kan., Oct. 19. A new and various divisions
for several weeks.
good roads camps maintained by the
not'el way to present the "Get the
state and the various counties plugging
Safety Habit" compaign to a large
MOTHERS OF THIS COUNTRY
away at building roads. New Mexico
per cent of the Santa Fe employes
is beginning to make a showing of
dewill
has been adopted by the safety
have through all ages past and
which
State Engineer James A. French
care
take
to
all
come,
partment of that road. A seven
years
through
Cadillac automobile of the ordinary simple ailments inci- is exceedingly proud. He inspected
1914,
has been purchased for Isaiah Hale, dent to every family with their own Saturday the piece of road the county
is building on the north slope of the
safety commissioner, and he will go favorite remedy.
divide and found it a splenxer the lines of the system in this
Tesuque
In almost every home in the land,
did piece of model
car.
roadway over
ComE.
Pinkham's
Vegetable
Lydia
The automobile is being equipped pound is the recognized
standard which Arthur Seligmau of the county
with a new device of the Railway Spe- household remedy for female ills; thou road board has reasons to be enthuscialty company, of Atchison. Clive sands of American women owe thtir iastic. W. F. Jacobs has moved his
Hastings, of that company, recently good health to it). Made from the roots camp on El Camino Real to within
invented a device to place over the and herbs of the field, It is a simple two and a half miles of the bridge site
rubber tries of an automobile wheel, remedy in Yh'ch suffering women may at Arrey in Sierra county, and W. R
thus making it possible for an auto- place perfect confidence. It contains Smythe has crossed the Alamosa in
mobile to be used on railroad track. no narcotics or harmful drugs. Adv, the same county and is nearing
This steel tire has been tried out and
with the good roads work, W.
F. Jacobs has gone to eastern Quay
is said to be perfect.
The safety campaign of the Santa
county to locate bridge sites over the
Fp railway has been carried out ex WHAT'S INDIGESTION?
Revlueto and to locate the Panhandle
road east of Tucumcari.
tensively, but up to this time. It has
not been possible to reach the men
WHO CARES? LISTEN! Otero county has made a Bpecial
five mill levy for the road from Sacworking at other than division and
terminal points. There are thou
ramento to Weed and from Alamogordo
sands of employes, section hands, "Pape's
Sour, to Las Cruces, (n addition to the reguDiapepsln" Makes
w.'.ter service men, signal men and
lar three mill levy, thus making a
Stomachs
Fine
Feel
Gassy
others who have not been in contact
total road levy of eight mills, setting
at Once
with the safety first idea. It has been
an. example which it is hoped other
impossible for. Mr. Hale or any other
will emulate.
counties
Time it! In five minutes all Btoniperson Interested in the work to work ach distress will
No
go.
indigestion,
together with the trackmen, a gasoTROUBLOUS CAREER
sourness or belching of gas,
line motor was tried out but proved heartburn,
Dublin,
Ireland, Oct 19. The
or
eructations of undigested food
acid,
lens which brought about the ruin of
unsatisfactory. When officials of the no dizziness,
foul
breath
or
bloating,
road learned of the device of Mr. Has- headache.
Sir James South and caused the
s
in
Atchison,
astronomer to quit the career
tings,
they immediately
Pape's Diapepsln is noted for its that
investigated. The car has been pur
brought him undying fame. Is
chased and will be driven to Topeka speed in regulating upset stomachs. today the property of Triniity college,
It is the surest, quickest and most cer as the
Suiday and following Its arrival will
gift of Sir James. The death
tain
indigestion remedy in the whole of the astronomer occurred 47
on
be put
the car track in front of
years
the Santa Fe office building for In- world, and besides it is harmless.
ago today in his observatory, where
men
now
Millions
of
eat he spent his declining years,
and women
spection.
partially
In addition to Mr. Hale, who will their favorite foods without fear
blind and mentally unbalanced. Sir
travel in the car, on each trip several they know Pape's Diapepsln will save James South is famed for his discovdivision officials will he members of them from any stomach misery. '
eries in measuring the etars, and was
the party. The superintendent of the
Please, for your sake, get a large made a member of the royal society.
division and his oirtcial family will fifty-cen- t
case of Pape'g Diapepsln When he founded the astronomical so
accompany Hale on these trips to the from any drue store and cut vour ciety in 1829 the
royal charter was
a Won men. The car will be run
by stomach right. Don't keep on being made out In his name. This caused
orders just as a regular passenger or miserable life 1b too short you are so
many disputes that South withdrew
men tne machine not here long, so make your stay from
freight train,
the society. Shortly afterward
a.
reaches
gang of men at work an
agreeable. Eat what you like and di- King William. IV
knighted him. Then
gest It; enjoy it, without dread of re- he built an
safety meeting will be held.
and ordered
observatory
As a large part of these section men bellion in the stomach.
a
lens from Paris. The work
are Mexicans, Mr. Hale has prepared
Pape's Diapepsln belongs In your was not successful, and South became
for this. He has written a nine mln-:t-e home anyway. Should one of the famentangled in a suit for payment. The
speech, condensing all of the ily eat something which don't agree award was in favor of the lens
maker
r;ln points and rules of the safety with them, or in Case of an attack of and the outcome of the controversy
movement, and had It translated into indigestion, dyspepsia,
gastritis or was the ruin of one of England's greatSpanish. ITe then sent It to the Edison 'stomach derangement at davtimo or est minds.
company to be made into Spanish rec- dtirinjr the night, it is handy to give
ords. Thin was done and armed with the quickest, surest relief known.
'.inscribe for ma Optic.
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Almost famished and perishing from
:old and exposure, the next morning at
daybreak Ned was washed ashore. He
roused up to discern that he was on a
desolate stretch of coast
LUCK!
He found a cooling spring of water,
some edible shell fish and some fruit.
Revived and encouraged, he was about
to line the coast, hoping to come upon
By WALTER JOSEPH DELANEY.
some settlement, when with hideoue
yells there burst from a near thicket
"Sorry, my friend, but you are a score or more of dusky,
about ten years too late."
Bavages.
"Then my invention is worthless?"
Ned was bound hand and foot, placed
of
the
tone
a
inquired Ned Darrow in
upon a litter and carried through what
deepest disappointment.
suggested an interminable jungle.
"I won't say that," responded the
After twelve hours of steady travelpatent attorney, striving to let down ing they reached a rude native village.
easy the earnest manly young fellow It was composed of a thousand or more
who was his client. "Your machine small mud huts and one large building
is perfect."
formed of logs. This was the royal
"Yes, cheaply and easily in eight palace, it seemed. At least Ned was
minutes' time it will make a
carried within the structure, where
cake of ice."
upon a gaudy throne sat a thick-lippe"But the American idea is always greased and painted savage.
a big ono. They want a device that
From the hungry way in which this
will make tons. Again, the popular rubicund monarch viewed -- him, Ned
Idea has been refrigeration rather decided that he would soon be roasted
than ice making. Any family, simply and eaten. The curiosity and interest
ice for a butter of King Obi, however, were next fixed
wanting
pat or the table pitcher would like upon the leather case that contained
Without a re- the
device and which the
your little machine.
frigerating system added, however, natives had brought along with theii
they would look at it as a sort of captive.
toy."
He ordered it opened. Then he beYoung Darrow uttered a sigh of re- gan fingering the cogs and wheels ol
gret. He proceeded to put back in its the machine. The clicking as he turned
leather case a device about two feet the crank tickled his childish nature,
square. It was made up of coils, a tie glanced at Ned, bobbed his head
glass Jar, wires and tubes, a recep- and grunted, as If to say:
tacle for sulphuric acid and a crank"What is this?"
ing attachment. This was his invenNed bobbed vigorously, as if assenttion compact, of demonstrated util- ing to show the king what the machine
ity and decidedly clever. By starting could do. His bonds Were cut. He set
the sulphuric acid in motion by turn- the device in position, filled the acid
ing the crank, within a few minutes' receptacle and taking out the glass
time the quart of water in the con- 'that held the water Indicated by modenser became a solid cake of ice.
tions that it be filled with water.
"I built so many hopes upon it!''
Then Ned turned the crank. All
murmured Darrow.
"Everybody at hands in the royal court watched him
home iu the little country town where
raptly. Their eyes bulged as at the
I live encouraged me," and the honest
end of eight minutes he drew out a
blue eyes bore a trace of suspicious
pound cake of ice.
moisture. "There's a sweet little girl
"Hoo! hoo!" shouted the king, as
will be the worst disappointed. . Poor the ice was handed to him, and he
Nellie!"
dropped the unusual substance from
"I wouldn't give up so easily if I his
fingers as though it were a piece
were you," said the lawyer in a sym- of red-hot
Iron. Such a thing as ice
pathetic tone. "Why don't you work or snow had never even been heard ol
something out of it in a small way,"
in that remote district.
"As how, now?" queried Ned, with
But once his royal highness cooled
flickering hope.
the drink at his side and enjoyed its
"Well, try some remote country. It rare freshness, he virtually appointed
would be new there."
Ned ice purveyor to the crown as a
"Can't you suggest a place?"
desirable and cherished official ap"Take Australia, for instance. Or
South America, too, might pendage.
Japan.
Ned knew that his life was now sureprove a profitable field."
safe. For a week he catered to the
ly
"I'll try it I won't give up!" anof King Obi. Then the sulpalate
nounced Ned Darrow determinedly.
acid supply ran out. Ned exphuric
Australia seemed to hold the strong'
to Obi that he would have to
est lure the more he thought over plained
to the nearest settlement to re
go
He very quickly
the proposition.
plenish it. By signs he made a bar
ajnlththe king that he was to
wild-lookin-

half-nake- d
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furnish him an escort, give him his
liberty and he would secure the acid
and give him the
So it was arranged, and in payment
for the same Obi handed Ned a little
LED
sack full of diamonds.
One day two months later,
with
almost a capitalist,
Ned
bright face and a happy .heart,
appeared at the office of the patent
advice,
lawyer to pay him the fee for
The attorney had refused to accept
when Ned was poor. The latter related
RICARDO ASCARATE MAKES
his strange story.
CONFESSION IN MUR"And now, I suppose," smiled the
your
to
expand
DER TRIAL
are
going
"you
lawyer,
invention in a large way?"
"Yes," replied Ned, "after I hava
Santa Fe, Oct. 19. That he has led
married Nellie."
a dual life was admitted on the stand
(CCpyrlght, 1914. by V. Q. Chapman.)
Saturday by Ricardo Ascarate of Las
Cruces, on trial for the murder of his
MARTINEZ'S NEW JOB
Santa Fe, Oct. 19i L. Paseual Mar- wife at Carrizozo, Attorney General
tinez of Taos has been notified of his Frank W. Clancy of this city assisting
designation by President Wilson in in the prosecution. The defendant
the diplomatic servrce in one of the had known his present wife, whom he
Spanish speaking republics of the married soon after the killing of his
western hemisphere). He will be nam- first wife, for nine years and had
ed secretary to one of the legations, lived with her from time to time, five
having passed the civil service exam- children being born to the woman. Hh
ination successfully. The appointee is also admitted that his first wife was
a direct descendant of the famous enciente when the bullet ended her
Padre Martinez, who published the life, but insisted that she had attemptfirst newspaper in New Mexico, at ed suicide while jealous of him. In
Taos and there set up one of the first fact, he complained of the jealous disprinting presses in the southwest. He position of his wife, saying that he
will resign from the postoffice service had been drinking moderately on
of the killing, but was not drunk,
to take up his new duties.
that when he came home Mrs. AscarFAIR OPENS ate upbraided him for his infidelity
NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh, Ni, C, Oct. 19. The state and then picked up a revolver he had
fair of North Carolina, with many new laid beside her bed and discharged ill.
features and attractions, brought to- He ran into the bath room and lookgether a large attendance today, when ing back saw the pistol in her hand.
Governor Locke Craig and his suite He begged her to desist but she put the
formally opened the big event. Band revolver to her head, still accusing
concerts and speeches occupied most him of infidelity. He grappled with
of the afternoon.
The exhibits are her and the weapon was discharged,
and
unusually large
interesting, and the woman falling back on the bed'
the attendance denotes the prosperity dead. Such was the story he told on
of the rural section of the state, des- the stand. The case is to go to the
pite the unusual conditions in the cot- jury today.
ton belt.
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MAY DROP INDICTMENT
MANY PLANT SPECIES

Santa Fe, Oct, 19. Some 450 varieties of plants were collected by Dr.
W. W. Eggleston of the bureau of plant
industry, while at Rodeo, Grant county, to determine why in the past two
years so many cattle ranging in the
Chiricahua forest have died from plant
Almost two-fift-hs
poisoning..
of the
450 plants are believed to be more or
less poisonous. The plants were ship
ped to Washington, where experts and
chemists will analyze them carefully.

Santa Fe, Oct. 19. In the federal
court today the petit jury will be empaneled. Much interest is manifested
in. the motion of Assistant United
States Attorney E. C. Wade to dismiss1
the indctment for rape against
Gallegos of Taos, on the ground
that the United States has no jurisdiction. It is expected that Judge Pope
will at that time hand down an opinion
defining definitely the boundary between state and federal jurisdiction
over the Pueblo Indians and Pueblo
lands.

The Decreased Consumption
of Coffee has caused widespread
alarm among the coffee trade.
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Began Fingering the Cogs and Wheels.

made, up his mind what he would do.
Ned had a little capital. It was sufficient to take him abroad and "stake"
him for a time.
His device was simple and one that
could be manufactured to order at any
hardware specialties plant, so Ned
could rely on having his machines
quickly made should there be any foreign demand for them.
There was a pathetic parting with
Nellie Wyman, and Bad but hopeful
Ned found himself aboard an ocean
steamer headed for the antipodes.
It was smooth and pleasant sea
progress until the Arcturus came
within about five hundred miles of
her destination, the city of Melbourne.
A terrific storm arose. For a night
and a day the stanch ocean greyhound ran in the teeth of a fierce
gale and sprung aleak, with the machinery broken down and crew and
passengers were hurried to the lifeboats.
"No baggage allowed!" announced
the captain of the steamer sternly, as
Ned started to enter one of the boats,
hia precious invention and its operating accessories in the leather case in
his grasp.
He was bound to save his machine,
whatever came. This decision prevented his getting into the lifeboats.
At last a lurch of the steamer sent hira
nearly overboard. He seized a Bafety
plank and with it dropped Into the
water.
"Surely, some of the boats will pick
me up," he reasoned, but in this he
found himself disappointed.
Amid the
fog, the high waves and the blackness
of the night he drifted alone across a
fathomless stretch of waters.

Twenty years ago the manufacture of Postum was started in the small white
building shown above).

The business grew.

Doctor found that coffee drinking was hurting the health of people,
right and left.
Chemists analyzed coffee and found this harm was due to two
tannin.
People injured by coffee

health-wreckin-

drugs, caffeine and
'

stopped its use and started to drink

Twenty great factory buildings covering nearly ten acres now surround the little
building where
Postum was first made, and carloads of this wholesome
are shipped daily to take the place
of coffee on the tables of hundreds of thousands.
food-drin-

k

Each cup of coffee carries its dose of caffeine and tannin
(about 2 grabs of each) and sooner
or later symptoms of poisoning show themselves in
headache, biliousness, heart disturbance, nervous
ness, indigestion, Bleepness, etc.
Relief generally follows when one quits coffee and uses POSTUM.
Postum, a pure
with a rich Java like flavour, is made of prime wheat and a
Bmallper
cent of molasses, absolutely free from caffeine, tannin or any other harmful
ingredients.
food-drin-

k

"There's a Reason" for
r
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POSTUM
-

'

sold by Grocers everywhere.

with a few exceptions, vote fot
a candidate for congress, who is
drawing heavily on the prohibition vote. Williams left Sunday for
Carrizozo and other southern points
to continue his campaign, expecting
to spend the last three days cf the
campaign in Luna county.
Salmon Speaks for Merchants
Rather remarkable was the address
made at the smoker by N. Salmon a lo
cal merchant, who as president of the
Merchants' association, has called a
political mass meeting at
Mr. Salmon
bis store this evening.
declared that no one Is working more
loyally for the republican legislative
ticket than he, but it must be under
stood that the legislaive candidates
must pledge themselves in favor of the
garnishment bill passed by the state
senate at the last session but defeat
ed in the house. The business man
muBt have protection against the dead- beats, and whatever protects the bus
inessman in that particular is a gain
for the man who honestly paya his
dtbts. Salmon astounded his hearers
with" his eloquence and his plea for
tusiness methods and a business ad
ministration.
wil'.,

EPUCLICANS

espe-cipll-

SANTA FE ARE
CONFIDENT
SPEAKERS AT BANQUET PREDICT
VICTORY FOR G. O. P. TICKET
NEXT MONTH

n

Santa Fe, Oct. 19 Hugh. H. Williams, candidate for corporation commissioner on the republican state ticket, returned Saturday evening from
lis campaign tour through Lincoln,
Otero, Curry, Roosevelt, Quay, Union
and Torrance counties, in time to attend the smoker given by Chairman
Ralph C. Ely to 22 leading republicans, at the Hotel de Vargas. Williams, always an optimist, reported
that'in his opinion Union county will
give the republican state ticket from
IOC majority upward, but that the re
,
1'ublican legislative ticket is In
Union
without
even
although,
county, the house will .be
republican. He deplored the lethargy
in republican circles at, Tucumcari,
but predicted that B. C. Hernandea
will
the normal republican
pool
(strength in the eastern counties. To
expect more, he said, is folly 88 an
Albuquerque newspaper had made inroads on republican expectations.
Torrance county, he reported, would
so republican ly 300 upwards for the
state ticket, although Estancia is a
sore spot that must be healed. E.
T. Davles, will run. ahead of his ticket, there, he declared, and Federico
Chaves behind the republican ticket.
Cuadalupe county he found in much
better shape than first reports had
indicated. Ia Curry county, he declared, the republicans have a fine
chance to win a legislative prize by
Hannum for the
nominating
rouse. However, he regretted, to
that the disaffected democrats,
instead of voting for B. C. Hernandez,
dan-per-

two-thir- d

re-ipo-rt

Better
Biscuits
Baked
You never tasted
daintier, lighter, flui-ie- r
Uscutts than
liaked with Calumet, ff
They're' always
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THAW CASE

Regain ilia Mastery
Over Bbsdlrczbb

HE COURT

Washington, Cii, 53. Decision is
'
expected this we .!,. in the extradition
cr.se of Harry K. Thaw, convicted of
the murder of Stanford White, and
No Mattef How Disheartening who, after commitment to the New
Vcrk asylum at Matteawan, escaped
You Can Overcome
frcm the state. The United States
supreme court, which convened last
week, has taken up the motion to advance the hearing, which the state of
York urges on the ground that
Thaw's continued presence In New
Hampshire is a reflection on the New
York state government.
Early decisions expected this week
are those considering the constitutionBlood disorders are quickly checked by
of the "grandfather clause" legIt ality
S. S. S., the famous blood purifier.
in the south; th validity of
islation
minrushes into the blood and In three
utes has traversed the entire circulation. oil land withdrawal in Wyoming and
It penetrates to where the blood Is made.
It washes out thoBO spots and places California and the Henry case, in
where stagnation has settled, It cleanses which the right of congress to compel
from
drives Irritation
the membranes,
committhe Joints, fills the blood stream with citizens to testify before its
to
foot tees Is involved.
antidotal influence and from head
.

It

N'c-w-

creates conditions that make for blood
health. There are people In every combe true. They
GIRL'S NECK BROKEN
munity who know this to severe
forms of
have used S. fc. S. for
Santa
Fe, Oct. 19. Nineteen year
ulcerated
spots,
for
Indolent,
rheumatism,
for eruptive skin diseases, for any and old Patricia
Ramirez, daughter of

caused
those
by
bodily conditions
Into a
Being a Luis Ramirez, yesterday fell
blood loaded with Impurities.
not
can
It
Nature
hurt
of
well and broke her neck. The
pure product
the stomach and has therefore been the
woman was subject to spells of
refuge of a host of people misguided In young
their dilemma by first flying, to those epilepsy and Saturday while stooping
mercurial
drugs which have over
dangerous
the well to draw a bucket of
If the
claimed so many unfortunates.
In
a rash, if bolls or water, was seized with an attack and
skin breaks out
other eruptions appear, it there arc oiooa '
head first. A neighbor of the
risings or any other Indications of im- - fe'l '
pure blood get a bottle of S. S. S. at . Ramirez family saw the girl disappear
once of any druggist.
But beware of,
,
assistance
substitutes. If in doutit as to your trou- and called for help,
ble or you wish competent medical ad- was in vain to restore the girl to life.
vice free, write to the medical departNo coroner's inquest was deemed nec
ment, The Swift Specific Co., 58 Swift
This department is essary. The funeral took place here,
BIdz.. Atlanta. Ga.
known far and wide as one of the great
B;it don't General Antonio Fourchegu officiating.
est of helps to blood sufferers.
Interment was made in Rosario eece- delay to get a bottle of S. S. S. today

ill

Pr. Lyons of Colorado startled his
hearers by the assertion that nine out
ev ry ten railroaders are against the
G. O. P. and that to their own detritat
ment. It is a condition that must be
looked after, the men must be reasoned with and convinced that eiglit-hcur legislation and other laws de
manded (by them can come to them
only through the republican party.
tery.
Senator Catron Speaks
United States Senator Thomas B. of the pure food committee, submitted
act.
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
Catron was the principal speaker and a draft of a uniform cold Storage
There are, many times when one
held up Abraham Lincoln's political Hollis R. Bailey of Boston presented
man questions another's actions and
ideals as those that should animate the draft of a uniform law for
his
motives. Men act differently under
suggestion
compensation,
He
pretho republican party today.
The quesdicted at least 3,000 majority for the being the result of extended study of different circumstances.
various
the
of
would
do
what
and
tion
the
right now
you
working
is,
November
practical
republican ticket la
laws now in effect In the different if you had a severe cold? Could you
averted that it is likely to exceed
do better than to take Chamberlain's
He upheld thei republican party states.
of
It Is (highly, recomThe
incorporating
dollar
honest
Cough Remedy?
practicability
advocated
the
policy,
marthe
into
of
mended
eugenics
by people who have used It
and" favored the demand of N. Salmon the principle
out
a
laws
and
and know its value. Mrs.
divorce
for
brought
business
the
years
riage
that legislation protect
moveO. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamman, but not only the business man, vigorous discussion, and the
ment met with considerable opposi- berlain's Cough Remedy is worth its
but also the working man.
tion. Other uniform laws suggested at weight in gold and I take pleasure in
Marcellno Optimistic
to partner- recommending it." For sale by all
County Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz, today's meeting applied
from Albu ships, incorporation, and bankruptcy. dealers Adv
who had just returned
Everv state in the union is now rep- querque, arriving lata at the hanquet,
will
in the commission for
DOINGS OF THE KAISER
resented
Bernalillo
county
predicted that
wcket 1.400 ma-- formitv of laws. The original board
Berlin, Oct, 19. It was recalled tothe state of New York day in diplomatic circles that yester
jority despite certain disaffections with was created by
in the city. Sandoval county, he said, in 1889 and the other states were in day was the first anniversary of the
will again be found In the republican vited to join. Perhaps the greatest dedication of the colossal monument
question under discussion at today's at Lelpsic, erected on the battlefield
column with a handsome majority.
session and during the past five years to commemorate the centennial of that
Ely Praise Andrews
miv'nnirt n.
tribute is that of incorporation, and the corn- - historic conflict involving the nations
of Europe. The kaiser was the central
r w tt Andrews, lauding him for n Mlee which drafted the act suggestanuounce
him
to
convention
the
i
today,
held
and
figure at the dedication, and made a
his loyalty to tho party
un as a shining example of a veteran ed that they had achieved unaer me speech extolling the bravery of the
a uniform law Teuton. A half million spectators Wit- who is working tooth and nail for re- greatest difficulties
am which Will answer the purpose" bf rieBufwi tin, martial array which the
his
even
success,
though
publican
to the kaiser provided for the dedication.
bitions had been defeated by that par scfety to the public and justice
The draft will be made
corporations.
ty.
public later.
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
Collins Pleads for Loyalty
The American Bar association will
Collins
C.
eloquently
Judge L
They hang on all winter If not
once open its regular meeting tomorrow.
and pave the way for serious
pleaded for party loyalty, that
checked,
will be held for three
having chosen a party allegiance, it and sessions
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot- is no more than the plain path of duty days.
to, work for that party and to bring
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
about the triumph of righteous prin
local
lines.
applications, as they cannot
within
by
party
ciples
reach
Ecreams
the diseased portion of the ear.
The Eagle
deaf-- .
There were other speakers, and in There is only one way to cure
and'
Is
toasted
that
by constitutional
ness,
conclusion, J. Wight Giddings
an
the flag and the Grand Old Party with remedies. Deafness Is caused by e
mucus
even
the
of
Inflamed condition
applause. The speeches of the
abuse or
of the Eustachian Tuba. When
ing were singularly free from
ex
for
tube is Inflamed you have a rum
remarkable
this
and
the opposition
ana
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
pressions in favor of policies
been
have
when it is entirely closed, Deatness is
heretofore
principles that
l
inflamma-the
A
unless
the result, and
ascribed solely to the progressives.
similar meeting is to be held at Us tion can be taken out and this tube,restored to its normal condition, hearVegas next week.
Ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Pan key Confident
too,
out of ten are caused fcy Cacases
F.
B.
Pankey,
Senator
State
the
for
tarrh, which is nothing but an
cculd see nothing but victory
condition of the mucous surhas
He
hence.
weeks
republicans two
in
every faces.
been in touch with the voters
We will give One Hundred Dollars
nart of the state and finds that many
to
are
for
returning
any case of Deafness (caused by
of the progressives
cured by
the republican ranks convinced iam catarrh) tnat cannot be
for circuSend
Cure.
to
is
become
Catarrh
Hall's
if progressive legislation
a reality it must be through the re- lar free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
publican party. He sided emphaticalfathered
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
in
fact,
Mr.
Salmon,
ly with
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
the merchants' bill in the senate and
His
chamber.
saw it through the upper
pation.
sreech was vociferously applauded.
work-ingmen- 's

-

tie of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take It freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw: inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates. O. Q.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There Is such ready action in Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
,jy Pills." O
kiia"
Schaefer"
iledTCross
eore
Drag Sto
weak,
kidneys, painful bladder
Adv.
and irregular action disappear with

'

Adv.

THEY'RE STILL DRY
Santa Fe, Oct. 19. Another attempt
to get around the prohibition ordinance at Columbus.' Luna county, has
been brought to the attention of the!
office of the attorney general. This
time it comes in the shape of a writ
of mandamus, which is Bought la the
district court to compel the board of
county commissioners of Luna county
to call an election for a vote to disincorporate Columbus. A petition was
presented to the board to call such
an election, but the board refused to
do so and now the wets will appeal to
the courts.
--

"

It?
Peonle often nccent statements with
a sort of mental reservation as much
as to say, "I am not convinced," which
Ip.nds im tr rfimarlr that then ia no
thing that will so thoroughly satisfy
you or tne excellence oi unamner-lain'- s
Cough Remedy as a personal
trial Mrs .Tolin ITiohton Pnni Tnd..
who used this remedy in her family
for the past ten years, says of it, "I
always give Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy to my children when sick with
coughs or colds. I like it better than
any other because they take it
and it Is free from narcotics. It
has never failed to give immediate
relief." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Would

You Betieve

will-inel-

PUBLIC SALE
I will sell at public auction at the old Forsythe place on
Soulh Pacific Street, Las Vegas, N. M., on Thursday Oct.
22, 1914, the following described stock:
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LAWS

UNIFORM

The rapidly
Washington, Oct.
trrowine movement for uniform laws
in the different states will receive a
and the
big impetus here this week,
advocates of uniform laws are hold
convention
ing the stage in the hlg
of the American Bar association,
which onened here today. President
Woodrow Wilson has promised to at
tend and to discuss the uniformity
will
question, and Senator Elihu Root
rpresent congress in the discussion
of the subject.
William H. Taft, the
president of the association, has heen
here since Friday arranging the details for this meeting of American
barristers, which is expected to
"BAki
eclipse all past gatherings of lawyers.
GO
The uniform laws conference opened
its sessions this morning, and a large
attendance from many states signilojr tW r lif--J
Tm isn't
kakmir iwwiier. Don't bt mhki. IwUlnimt
the widespread interest. Walter
fied
hat raalu.
mm K.omicl wore Wi-iCaiuKtt u far iatierwr to KMr iik tndwla.
E. Coe of Stamford, Conn., chairman
19.

mm

ny

i
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POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound

cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and It always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

f.m m

0nt-

OF SALE: CASH
E. E. GEDR1NG,
F. J. WESNER,
A.H.GERARD,
Clerk.
Auctioneer.
Prop.
.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOwEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

You will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep etomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

WANTED Clean cotton
this office.

rags

at

dmm

To the Public
used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy last winter for a severe bronchial cough and can conscientiously say that I never took a
medicine that did me so mucn goooy
writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Ind. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
"T
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
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"Does Yo' All Drink Coffee?"
Then here's your opportunity to secure

A S7 00 "THER.MAX"

Electric Coffee Percolator for S5.98
and If you'll bring your old coffee pot we will allow you $1.00
for it, making the price

$4.98

These percolators have a patented pumping process which entirely does away with bol ii'g and its harmful results. In less
than two minutes after the current is turned on the water begins circulating through the coffee and by the time the boiling
point is reached percolation Is completed and the coffee ready
to serve Just
There's no work and no fuss, just a "twitch of the switch" and
the percoiater does the rest. Inexpensive to operate as you can

make five cups of coffee for less than

i

cent.

Take advantage of this offer Now.
See demonstration

of

this Percolator at Stearns' Grocery
ing Coffee Week

(?e9I2:::jG
49

young

Sale to commence at 9:30 o'clock A. M. sharp

Tba Las Yeggs

M'g

AH

NEW MASONIC BUILDING

AUTO MEN MEET
Philadelphia, Oct. 19. Several hun

dred representatives of the electric
automobile industry were present
when the fifth annual convention
Electric Vehicle association cf
the
of
America was opened today. Makers,
sellers and owners of electric driven
cars gathered for the event. Mayor
Blankenhurg welcomed the visitors at
this morning's session. The convention will continue for three days.

head of ranch horses

These cattle are mostly high grade Hercfords.
stock, are vaccinated against Black Leg.

ELECTRIC

LAWYERS URGE

of coming 2 and 3
year old heifers
34 cows without calves
17 head

v

Santa Fe, Oct. 19. At Deming yesterday took place the corner stone laying for the new Masonic temple with
Past Grand Master W. B. Walton of
Silver City and Grand Lecturer J. J.
Kelly officiating, assisted by a delegation from Santa Rita.
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with calves by their

sides

23 head coming: 2 year old
steer's
7 head of calves over 6 months

lin-in-

us

4 cows

One year old Hereford Bull
One 16 month's Hereford Bull
One 5 year old steer
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Ar twerp victory. Even the laymen
can see this much'. As to Immediate,
or near, military results, the newspaper writers who are dubbed "expert"
vary widely In their conclusions, as
they always do, for the excellent reason that none of them really knows

IIC

1871

Publisher by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)

any more than any other one of them.
Their nearest point of agreement la
in the opinion that Antwerp will be
used as a base for ae,rial warfare to be
Editor.
id. M, PADGETT.
directe against London, But why only
a sain st London,
or, at least, why
If Antwerp can
first?
London
against
be used successfully, as a Zeppelin
bo Be, it would be natural to conclude
most important use of the
Entered At the postoffice at East that the
would be against those
balloons
k Vegas, New Mexico for trans- great
and their convoys
trnn
sport
ships
mission through the United BUtei
tliis
time, must be getabout
which,
matter.
jasJUa a second class
In
from Britnumerous
crossing
ting
ish to Belgian,' or French, shores. That
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
would appear to be the most clearly
Dally, by Carrier
indicated use of a great Zeppelin fleet,
Copy
operating around Antwerp as a base
In London
Jllnfomino
trie Week
"l'L""b a, fow" hnmlis
6B
One Month
would be child's play compared with
.One Year
preventing Great Britain from landing
Dally, by Mail
her large army, of newly drilled reJ6.O0
Cao Tew (in advance)
cruits on the south shores of the Eng8.00
fix Month! (In advance)
lish Channel.
7 00
One Year (In arrears?
In such an undertaking would come
3.60
Six Months (in arrears)
the first great test of aerial warfare.
The two months' campaigning has not
impressed us overmuch with the value
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of this arm of the service of any one
GROWER
12.00
of the armies now in the field. There
Yetr
st
L00
have been daring exploits, admirable
git Months
There have
in the highest degree.
been most heroic sacrifices of life by
(Cash In Advance for Mall
men knowing that they were sgolng to
'
Subscriptions.)
death. But there has been notnin
Remit by check, draft or money
for great results, la war", and
counting
rder. If sent otherwise we will aot ler-sof all do we like the dropping
m responsible for loss.
of bombs in cities not under siege.
Specimen copies free on application. vw miiRt await some deed of magni
tude' In order to beJafcie to appraise
AT tiirt" Value
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
6f air craft in warfare. Let
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Zeppelin fleets blockade the English
PAID FOR
Channel against British warships con
voying British transports filled with
we shall know
Advertisers are guaranteed the British troops; and then
a mighty
become
has
that
the
airship
circulation
orgeat daily and weekly
we shall
And
then
Mars.
In northern New arm of
1 any1 "newspaper
wanted An
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why
know,
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is the most complete in the

state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent ws by mail is returned
by the first return post.

'

of its session in Santa Fo,
to show that the lands
m question had already been valued at their cash value by the coun
ty commissioners. He clinched his
argument against the state hoard of
equalization by telling of the 700 suits
that the district attorney had filed
Cor protesting taxpayers.
The State Hospital for the Insane
was next called upon to bear its share
of the evidence of democratic misrule.
Under a republican administration
there was never a breath of politics
connected with the management of
the state asylum," he said. "The re
publicans employed men to run that
institution because they were quali
fied to run it and the republican party
never inquired what political ticket
these employes voted. Now every em
ploye of the asylum has ti pass a
po'.itical examination conucted by the
Honorable Ezequiel C. de Baca, presi
dent of the board of regents and lieutenant governor of the state. The Institution has been made a political
Inmates,
football. The unfortunate
who should he cared for as well and
efiiclenly as state appropriations will
permit, are subjected to the tender
mercies of nurses an cars takers whe
are without experience in such tasks.
Under republican administration
the asylum garden produced enough
for the needs" of the"4 institution and
theer was "enough1 1eff oVer trt"sell.
Now there Is practically no gard?h.
''Peofple who have (relatives don
fined in the asylum say openly that
the place is not now run as efficiently
and cleanly as it was under the republican's. Dirt can be seen in corners
and crevices now to such an extent
ihat at least one man was so shocker
that he remarked that he wondered
what the poor Inmates were getting
to eat."
;:
The chairman's talk ended with an
impassioned appeal to the loyalty cf
all republicans to support the party's
candidate for congress, and alt that
hiplection will mean to the state at

& Trust Company
eoples Bank
and
Surplus
Capital

TROOPS
Ottawa, Ontario, Oct 19. Orders
went out today from militia headquarters today to the various district
lIERNANOEZTOADOaESS centers to proceed at once wih re
ceiving for the new Canadian expeforces. Within a year or
M JMSTER MASS MEE1 ING ditionaryIs
less it
expected to have a hundred
thousand men under arms. Drafts
will
be sent to England from time to
BE
WILL
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE,
time as requested by the war office,
AT THE COURT HOUSE
prcbahly in unit of about 10,000 men
THIS EVENING
each. About 20,000 nen are to be
MORE

opposition with a sure and steady persistency that told with his hearera.

CANADIAN

once.
It. C. Hernandez, repuDiiean candi- mobilized at
MexNew
the
date for congress from
RECRUITING STOPPED
ico district, arrived in Las Vegas toOct. 19. Recruiting is beLondon,
ofday on train No. 1, and was met
in some of the Scottish
ficially by a committee appointed by ing dropped
centers with the sancsteel
iron
and
the chairman of the republican conThe reason is
of
the
tion
government.
O.
of
vention this morning, composed
works are
steel
and
iron
these
that
A. Larrazolo, W. J. Mills and Secun-dino

running night and day on government
orders and it is held unwise to deplete
the working force. Augmenting the
locomotive engineers already sent to
the continent 1,000 track workers have
been sent
repair damarea of
western
in
the
aged railroads

Romero, and by other citizens.
was escorted to the
Castaneda hotel, where dinner was
served, and he and the committee enjoyed an hour discussing campaign
matters.
Shortly after ? o'clock
friends and a few delegates Vegan to
war.arrive at, the hotel, and it was but a the
conven-'
few minutes until, the entire
TROUBLE IN iHAITI
tion, which had adjourned for, the pur- f
ITaitie.n. Oct 19. The latest
Pnne
pose, halted in front of the hostelry to
in the Haitian revolution
development
.court
the
to
escort the candidate
is" the
of Cape HaWien by
occupation
house, where the convention is being
rebels.
victorious
the
They entered
a
held. The- return parade, headed by
the town today. American marines
brass band, was- quickly commenced,
harbor have
Mr. Hernandez made a brief talk be- frcm the warships in the
been landed and are In control of the
in
this
afternoon,
fore the convention
situation.
wbichjshe outlined the policy, jot. the
republican party in national and state
During his stay In Las Vegas, Benigissues, so far as New Mexico is conno C. Hernandez is the guest of Mr.
cerned.
This evening at 7:30 o'clock the and Mrs. Secundino Romero, at their
boulevaM.
court room, where the convention 'is home on the Hot Springs
rlt.
in session today,, will be the scene of
the largest and greatest demonstration
CARMAN'S TRIAL
in "its history ever accorded to a canwithin
didate for any Office
the; gift '
: FOR
of the state. Thei many delegates to
MljRDEK BEGINS
the convention and every interested
republican in the two communities will IT IS BELIEVED THE
JURY PANEL
be on hand to hear the promised
WILL BE COMPLETED
candidate.
of
the
republican
speech
TODAY
There will be plenty of music by the
share
will
band, and other speakers
Mineola, N. Y., Oct. 19, Mrs: Flor
the rostrum wlih Mr. Hernandez.
ence Contalin Carman of Preeport was
placed on trial toay a charge of mur
WANTS CREDIT RESTORED
der.
She was charged with slaying
it. Sir .George Mrs. Louise
IWjashangitom Oc-fBailey of Hempstead on
Britof
the
adviser
Parish, financial
the night of June 30 last, while Mrs.
ish government, and Basil Blackett
was in the office of Dr. Edwin
of the British treasury department. Bailey
conferred with President Wilson to Carman, the defendant's husband, whither she had gone for medical advice.
day on the needs of
Tiie case progressed
swiftly arj 1
credits between the United States and
At
five
noon
men were
smoothly.
England, and on the cotton situation
in the jury box. The 113 talesmen, it
in this country.
Sir George called at the White was believed, would be more than
House at the special Invitation of the adequate for the jury.
A throng of men and women stormpresident, to whom he outlined the
ed
the) court housA hva,; futile effort
financial situation. He asked that the
to obtain seats In "the tiny court room.
co
and
president
treasury department
Few were admitted. Mrs. Carman apoperate with the British government,
but behim
Mr.
Wilson told
the American peared to be
and
came increasingly nervous as the progovernment was willing to do everything possible. After his call at the ceedings progressed.
While House Sir George went to a William Bailey, whose wife was the
victim, sat within ten feet of her,
conference with Secretary McAdoo.
but apparently she did not eee him.

M. Hernandez
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$125,000.00

CLOSED BY THE AMERICAN
Despite the personal attacks made
William J. Mills, chair-'
TRUST COMPANY
the
and
C.
Hernandez
upon Benigno
r.noi of the county central commirun'
litisistent effort of the opposition
called the convention to order. There
Albuquerque, Oct. 19. The Powell were fully 200 delegates in attend
press to stir up a sentiment against
vto republican candidate for congress, Drug company's store. Fourth street ance, and everyone of them was filler!
the voters of the state appear to be and Central avenue, was closed Satur with the kind of pep that spells e
ni.Rhakpn In their determination to day afternoon by Under Sheriff Dick tory.
P I r , ,
.,
l
All,.n.Jn
me l!Hn
KPJld tO Vvasnington
COUtsresauiuil vt Jjcwib Lununiug
J.'""S 11 vuo
The preliminaries were soon dis
the republican faith. Several weeiu trict court of a suit by the American posed of. Herbert W. Clark was elect
.after the violent attack upon Mr. Her Trust and Savings bank. The bank ed temporary chairman ; Ciriaco Ortiz.
naidez was begun, his strengh in New claims to hold a note for $4,600 and a first, vice president; Canuto Lucero,
Jlexico appears to be greater than It chattel mortgage from the Powells for second vice president, and Francisco
was just after the republican state the company.
Ribera y Martinez, secretary. Luis E.
Monte L. Powell and his wife, Mrs. Aim! jo acted as interpreter.
convention. Men who have traveled
Followthe state from end to end are author- Minnie L. Powell, as Well as other
ing the chairman's talk O. A. LaT.v
ity for the statement that Hernandez persons members of the firm whose zolo made a motion that the chair
will win the election by a majority of names the batik did not know, were
appoint a committee of three to meet
3 000 or more.
named as defendants."
Mr. B. C. Hernandea, the republican
The Powells gave the note on. May candidate for congress, upon his ar
The people of New Mexico have
: become
more than tired of the con- 6 of this year, to become due one year rival in Las
Vegas on train No. 1, and
tinuous performance of the national from date, according to the bank. They take him to dinner, after whiclj the
congress in an effort to put in oper- made no payments except the interest, delegates of the convention and as
ation a democratic platform. They are on August 6, it alleges.
many of the townspeople as could do
The Powells gave a mortgage on the so should escort him to the convti,
tired of the enactment of laws that
are detrimental to the welfare of the fixtures and stock to secure the note, tion hall. The committee chos-enation, and especially that of New agreeing that lu case of unreasonable consisted of O. A. Larrazolo, W. J
Mexicjo; laws that made necessary depreciation of the property covered Mills and Secundlno Romero.
the passage of a special taxation by the mortgage or if the plaintiff
The selection oromriimees wa?
measure In order to make up a glgan- - should at any time deem Itself inse next In order. That on credentials
t'c deficit in the national treasury cure it should be lawful for the bank was named as follows : .Tose Lonato,
"Everybody knows that the democratic to take the goods, according to the Lorenzo Delgado, Felix Garcia, L. C.
'';
tariff measure, with its great cut in complaint.
llt'eld, Ramon Madrid and Valentin
naional revenues, had caused officials
At the time of the execution of the
Roybal. The committee "on perman
at Washington to have chills of ap note the defendants had $5,000 in ent
organization was made r,f "'he
prehension some time before the
stock, but since then they continued following men: Pablo Duran, Secmi.li- locean war came upon the scene, but selling and failed to keep up the no RlomeroJ, Juan Barela, 'Apolonto
TEDDY IS TALKING
The democrats were not slow to use stock so that It depreciated until the
Archuleta and
Almahzar, 'Apojlonia
Oct. 19. Clad in the big
Chicago,
to
excuse
as
an
conflict
that gigantic
plaintiff believes that the value of Valentin Roybal.
coat
that saw service in Cuba GOOD SEAEIANSIIIP IS
army
Pdss an extraordinary taxation meas that remaining does not exceed $1,200,
The members of the rules and or- and that was pierced by an assassin's
Mre
the plaintiff alleges.
der of business committee were: II. bullet at Milwaukee, Colonel RooseSHOWN 6Y BRITISH
Mr. Hernandez, "being a republican,
According to the bank, before the G Bernal, Raymundo Lucero, Jose If. velt went from this
city to Gary, Ind.,
v;Iii not vote for destructive tariff leg- commencement of the suit the plaintLopez, Dr. W. R. Tipton and Francis- today. The colonel's program Includislation and will notjbe found advocat- iff demanded of the defendants to de co
Aragon. The committee on reso ed two speeches, one at Gary in be THIS ACCOUNTS FOR THE SINK- ing laws that will make necessary un- liver possession, but they refused.
lutions was chosen as follows Offf half of former Senator Beyeridgej HlNG'OF TOUR GERMAN D- usual taxation. He will be found
The bank asks judgment for posses
STROYERS SATURDAY
.'a
gerio Gutierrez, Johi S.. Clark, omas
.ca.ndida.te for, ,. the United $1
v'rrking for the best Interests of New sion or $5,000 if possession cannot ,he "Henavidez, Anastacio Quintana and progressive
senate
from Indiana, and a big
Slates
IfVxico and voting for and advocating had, and $1,000 damages for with
,,
Jxn.ion, Oct. 19. The Post has
msi as; meeting, here tonight in, further
Raymundo Rael.
sane national legislation. The people holding possession.
I
At fl,S,djbtirit5'ni5ttt''of tho 'conveh-t'o- ance of the candidacy of Raymond
dispatch from-- , Harwich!
of the state know this, and are deterall mot Robinson, progressive, senatorial
committees
the
various
Sunday, October lb, on the renomj
mined to elect him. The attacks of
ATHLETES AID FOREIGNERS
t
in the hall and proceeded with their inee.
of
the British warships which
tain
the opposition, delivered In a vain efBoston, Oct 19. Harvard college work so that all the routine bustueBis
four German torpd-l-- j boat
vanquished
Mr,
fort to create! a sentiment against
athletes today opened up three settle- before the convention might be quick- in the North Sea las',. Sat
GENERAL DIED GAME
destroyers
Hernandez, are proving without avail. ments houses In the poor sections of h disposed of at the afternoon sesslan.
London, Oct 19. A letter received uvday. The dispatch:
0
Cambridge and Boston, and also took and the nominations need not be de- - in London (today from an orhceD
"Bearing battle honors proudly, the
charge of a half dozen boys' clubs
ed. It was the hope of the conven friend of Major Hubert
Hamilton, cruiser Undaunted this afternoon led
A CHANCK FOIt TUB AIRwhich the college men direct each win tion leaders that no business might whose
SHIP
body has been brought to Eng- into Harwich from the North Sea the
ter. Captain Harry A. Murray of the ho left over for the evening sess'on.
A great deal of comment growing
land, tells how the English general destroyers which participated ii t"ie
out of the German capture of Antwerp varsity crew, son of a New York mil and that the time set for the rally
met his end on the French battle engagement last Saturday, the result
Is the merest Bpeculation.
Only the lionaire, lis the director of the work the big political event of the campaign field.
of which was the sinking of four Geri,i'U who planned the movement and among the boys, and has practically in Las Vegas should not be tres
"He was standing In a group In a man destroyers. The spectacle, ashore
conducted the assault are capable of his whole crew of strung armed oars- passed upon by any delayed business .covered
place,' the officer writes, and afloat, was a moving one, Sailtttlhiijc us Just what they propose do- men putting in their evenings among of the convention proper.
'v hen a shrapnel shell burst 100 yards ors, soldiers and civilians swarmed oning with their victory. The shortness the boys. Delinquents are encouraged,
There was norh.ng during th ir,rn av. ay. A bullet pierced General Hamil- to the pier and to points of vantage,
poor boys are supplied with books and ing session to mar the perfect accord ton's
of the siege, as we said Immedipio'-followinand he was killed on the cheering the victors.
the surrender, probably jobs, and youthful criminals are taken of the republicans of San Miguel cona- spot. temple
"Interviews with the crev of th
'No other members of the group
in
hand and reformed ly the college ty. T!me after time
t iled forever the old habit of
the vi aa scratched. It was a fine death Undaunted show that this vessel, toduring
of troops in fortified men in connection with the juvenile speech of Temporary Chairman Clark but I know how the
general hated to gether with four British .torpedo boat
ri'-s
which it is hoped to hold for courts. Another important branch of ho was interrupted by outbursts of be taken before his work was done,
destroyers, left Harwich early Satur
!i.k: periods of time against besieging the work is the instruction of newly- - pplause that took several minutes to Tin:' funeral
the Germans
officer adds, day morning and
the
service,
''ore csThat most, important contrl-- ' arrived foreigners in American cus- s::bsl.le. He dwelt upon the mistakes war held while sheila' were bursting ,e;vrly in the afternoon. By f;tn sea- ;:i'on to Ififi poionce of war Germans toms and American ideals, which are
the parlv now in powr, drtll'is a!'; around. The din was great and fight. The German destroyers faced
host taught by personal touch.
into the hardpan of inefficiency or th? ib.fi chaplain's voice was flrcnvne,'
roanship iho. enemy was force! to
..
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To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
.
Second: Can get it when 1 want it?
aid
me
financial
to
able
and
be
give
Will
bank
willing
Third:
my
when I need it?
directors
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed byrers
of
safety
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank
of
to
service
responsibility.
liberal
and
and prompt
depositors

Jeweler and Optician
Vegas,

New Mexico
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the immediatedangef bravely. With
A MODEL HIGHWAV
lur big guns the Undaunted opened
Santa Fe, Oct.. 19, The reclamation
fire at a range of five miles; then the
service has built not only a model
became
in

and

smaller vessels closed

highway to the Elephant Butte dam
site from the Santa Fe railroad, but it
"Then began a running ight. While
has decided to put up a telephone line
the cruiser, protected from torpedoes of
its own from its Las Cruces offices
by her fighting consorts, devoted her to the dami,
attention particularly to two of the
enemy's ships, the oestroyers attackWhen your rooa Goes not oi
ed the other two. The reply from the
and you feel "blue," tired and
well
Geimans was very poor in comparison.
you should tiBe a little
discouraged,
afThe first of the enemy's craft sank
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
Within
ter a half hour's fighting.
the system and rean hour and a half the battle was bowels, purifies
stores a fine feeling of health and en'
over.
Price 60c. Sold by Central
"One sailor pays tribute to the ergy.
Co. Adv.
Drug
pliick of the Germans. 'They fought
well,' he said, 'and kept firing till
they sank.' This accounts for the
sniallness of the number of German
R
survivors, ,
"One vessel buried four German men
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
and one German officer who had sucKansas City, Oct. 19. 'Hogs, receipts
cumbed to their injuries on the way.
The wounded have been transferred to 8.000. Market lower. Bulk $6.90
Shotley hospital and the prisoners oJ 7 20; heavy $7.107.3O.
war have heen0, taken from the Un
Cattle, receipts 31,000. Market lower.
daunted and removed to barracks.'!.
Prime fed steers $9.75ia.75;
From another source it is relate( western steers $6.B08.75; calves $6
10.50.
that a trawler sighted the German
Sheep, receipts 15,000. Market steadestroyers before the British caught
up. Wnen the German boats saw the dy Lambs $fi.907.35;
yearlings
enemy they made frantic efforts to $5.25f 6.
escape. The British ships came rushing forward at full speed and began
CHICAGO BOARD OF
the engagement, as soon as they were
Chicago, Oct. 19. Sharply nlgher
in range.
prices at Liverpool red today to an
advance in the wheat market hera.
cents higher,
to
After opening
Trawler Saw fcngagement
the marekt made a temporary dip and
Lowestoft, Oct. 19
then went further upgrade. The close
The trawler United, the crew of which was nervous, 2 to 2 cents net highwitnessed the naval engagement off er.
the Dutch coast Saturday, has arrived
weather
eajsed corn at the
Fjine
here with two German survivors, one outset. The opening, which varied
of them a warrant officer.' Both men from A cent off to
cent up, was
were picked up from a"boatwhich followed by a slight setback and then
succeeded in getting away from the by a moderate general advance, The
as that ves- close was firm at an advance of Vi
German destroyer
sel was going own.
. ii
cent net.
to Yz
The trawler's crew watched the bat-tlThe closing quotations were:
from the start to the finish and
Wheat, Dec. 1.16; May 1.22.
saw four German destroyers sink, one
Corn,. Dec.
May 70.
after another. After firing ceased a Oats, Dec. 50; May 53.
small boat was sighted and found to
Pork, $18.65. contain two exhausted Germans. They
Lard, Nov. $10.72; Jan. $9.92.
were hoisted aboard the trawler and Ribs, Oct. $11; Jan. $9.72.
on the arrival of the latter here were
turned over to the authorities as
WANTED
Clean cotton rags at
"
'
prisoners of war.
Optic office.
busy.
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MAISH rOMFORTS
Our Collection
Comforts

of--

Pretty Maish

includes perhaps the best assortment of
colors we have ever had the pleasure of
showing you. They are madeiof the best
silkoline and have the added feature of
being
t

LIGHT AND WARM

If

$10053.50 and $4,00.

;

-,

fW6men?B Suits

n

Women who find themselves in need of
winter apparel will save time by coming
herefirst, though the superiority of ours
will be more impressive if you shop around.
Here the best values will be found, here

-

.

eonfin-thousand-

aiDresses.n

.

best assortments at moderate prices.
THE NEW WINTER STYLES ARE HERE
The
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LouisvIlie, Ky., is in Las
a
short
stay.
Yegas for
V. M. Miller of Albuquerque Is in
the city for a brief stay.
M. Schott of New York City is in
tho city for a brief stay.
j. J. Diuttcn of Denver is among the
mere recent Las Vegas arrivals.
F. Merrit of Galveston is stopping
l.ere for a few days on business .
N. Gardner of Denver is In the
ci;y for. a few days' business visit.
V. H. Shedd, a business man of St.
Louis, is in the city on a brief business
triii.
A. Appelhaum ot, Louisville, Ky. Is
among the more recent arrivals at the
,,,
city's hotels.
Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham and
family made an auto trip yesterday to
San Jose and return.
H. Krankenbev, s business man
of Omaha, spent yesterday calling up
on friends in Las "Vegas.
I. Bacharach returned to Las Vega-last night after a fortnight away on
a sheep buying; trip.
John A. Papen and family spent ft
po tion of yesterday at San Jose, having made the trip by automobile.
Misses Mary Lowry, Marie Clement,
Mildred McMahon, and Messrs. "Walter Cay ot and Leon Guy made a trip
to San Jijserby automobile yesterday
to visit MissFLxiey Clement, fffa Is
teaching at that place this ter.ii. ..
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts and Mrs.
John H. Yorkt who had 'been in attendance on the meeting of the State
Ff deration of Women's Clubs at Silver
City, and who stopped over In Albuquerque en route home, returned tQ
"
Las Vegas Saturday evening.

Pratt of

E.

i

FEDERAL

MAGNATE MAY

BUY AMERICAN TEAM
THE

NEW YORK HIGHLANDERS
ARE REPORTED TO BE
ABOUT. TO BE SOLD

Local baseball
startled'
were
today
by a rerjayers
port that the Ward brothers, backers
of the Brooklyn Federal league club,
were negotiating for the purchase of
New York, Oct. 19.

19,

1914.
.

the New York, American league club.
The report carried a rider to the effect that this move was the first of
a series which would eventually restore peace in the ranks of organized
BY
C, A.
and independent baseball.
Frank J. Farrell, president of the
local American league club, denied the
story. Robert B. Ward, of the Brooklyn Federals, said that he had been
approached by a man in no way connected fwlth baseball, who stated that
COME BACK TO THE
For Fall and Winter should be
the New York Americans were on the
TUNE OF 34 TO 0 IN SATmarket and asked him if he would
URDAY'S GAME
ordered now.
consider the purchase of the club. Mr.
would
he
Ward said he answered that
We have a complete line of
The football game 'between the
if the price was right, and the Federal
C.
M
Y.
and
Normal
the
University
1
and domestic suitings, comleague owners were protected and rec- A. teams
afternoon, in
Saturday
That
the
major leagues,
ognized by
at
which the Y. team won 34 to 0,
was as far as negotiations had gone.
prising all the latest weaves, and
Amusement park was the sort that a
and to a large extent an exat right prices.
Had Taken His Weight tn Medicine htavy
team always plays against
M, D. Faucett of Gillsville, Ga., says perienced
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
he had taken his weight in medicine a weaker aggregation without much
for headache and constipation but wcrking knowledge of the gme. The
receive special care.
never used anything that did him so Normal boys ' have been practicing
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets.
was
faithfully for a month, but this
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
tneir first game, anar It is safe to say,
that the experience they picked up in
CHANGED THEIR HINDS the scrimmages on Saturday taught
them more about the fine art of the
game than they had managed to vi
WHEN THEY GOT
up in the whole month that preceded
it. Another encounter with the swep
opponents, which, by the way, them
ENGLISH AND GERMAN GIRLS RE- is some talk of, probably would result
ma', team made splendid rallies, holdVERSED POSITIONS REGARDin a slightly different score, though
their opponents- for downs, once
ING THE WAR
the result might easily prove the ing
the ball from them when It
taling
same.
five yards of the goal line.
was
within
The Y. M. C. A. team outwo!;hed
full of pep at all times.
was
Their
Ger19.
Thirty-twplay
Oct.
30
London,
poun.ls,
the Normal team about
tho odds of weight
but
did
well,
man girls who had been living lu Eng- and the latter thought that it could They
were
against them. In
and
experience
taken
land and who recently were"
make up in speed what it lacked In
was partifrom this country back to Germany by avoirdiuipois. This was the great mis the second half their play
good'.
Miss Daisy Polk of San Francisco, take made in the game. If the Nor- cularly
For the Y. M. C. A. team the play
were all in 'favor of Great Britain In maiites had kicked; and kept on kick-inof
Dowden, physical instructor, and
the war until they reached their own
wheneverfthey.ihBii.tbe ball, they
the evangelist who Is holdof
Crimm,
fact
country. Equally1 "notable is the
could have kept the play more con
in the city,
that 201English girls who had been sistently in the enemy's territory and ing a series of meetings
StewMcCullough,
was
feature.
the
living In Germany for some" time prior reduced1 the score against them. Jf,
the
to the outbreak of hostilities and who too they had learned the old trick of art. White and Hoskins all played
Normal
On.
the
veterans.
like
recently were brought back home were getting underneath the other line In game
all In favor of the enemy of their all their defensive play, Instead squad, the playing of Robb, Reed,
was distinguished
country until they reached home soil. standing up, the Y. team would not Moore and Moloney
brilliant
tackles,
good line hitting
by
The German girls showed a burst of have made such; heavy gains- through
runs.
end
and
are
matters
soon
that
are
after
old
These
time
line.
their
they the
feelingin each
set foot In the fatherland. They al- better understood now, from the real The score was Increased first It
the
of
end
the
At
quarter.
solbe
could
most embraced the first German
possibly
experience, than they
stood 7 to 0. At the end of the seen
dier they met after crossing the Dutch worked out in practice.
ondM14
to 0. The third quarter: boostkick-off- ,
first
frontier, and the English girls again The Normalites made the
to
20 to 0, and in the final ened
It
and from then until a moment
became loyal to their own country
was raised to 34 to 0.
counter
It
at
when at Flushing they saw the pitia- before the blowing of the whistle
The lineup of the teams was as tol
ble plight of Belgian refugees and be- thej end of the first quarter, the Y.'s
atlovsr
gan to hear England's side of the war. carried the ball, by one method of
Normal
Y. M. C. A;
This exchange of girls was brought tack and another, to the goal line. SevLucero
K.
..
G..;..J.
eral times through the game the Nor- Reynolds
about by the
society.
' Larrazolo
JU
...
Rogers
C. Spless
Crimm ......... R; T...
.:.'..R.'"E.. ..;:.S. Moore
Stewart
':C...v. . ; . . . :J. Reed
F. Young
Hite, Ungaro.....Ti. O.. ... .B. Madrid
.1 T. . . .P. Condon
Donaldson
V. Poulson
F. McCullough... li. B
Q. B.. . . ,JL Meloney
Dowden
...R- - H. B...Hagelberg
White
t.. H. B....C. Ehrich
I Hoskins
The Favorite Tobacco of the World's Best Singers
R. Robb
t. McCullough.... F. B
2;.
Crimm,
Dowden
2;
Tonchdowns
the

BEATEN
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MONDAY, OCTOBER
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I

YOUR

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

$50,000.00

SUIT

TEAM

is
J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

S

1101

D. T. Hoskins,

INTEREST PAID

for-eig- n

OFFICE

i

are sent into the Btrike district," Mr.
ueddy was asked.. ,
"I cannot say that such a plan has
been made," he replle4 "We hope the
Troops will not have to be called out
again." . , ,
"Are jypuini prepared; to use school
funds for the 'purchas,e,of .more insurrection bonds if it should be neces..,
sary?"
"I do not wish to say that 1 am prepared to do this, but Just now that
method looks very feasible,"
Governor E. (M. Ammons denied that
any general reorganization of the national guard was being made, explaining that the companies were being recruited up to their lull quota, ig accordance with plans laid at the time
of the American expedition to Mexico

PATRIARCH!)

(y

Amsterdam, Oct. 19 (via London),
According to a telegram received here
from Berlin the Turkish government
Baa requested the Oecumenical patriarch, the head of the Greek orthodox
church, to leave Constantinople. .
The Greek orthodox church to the
dominant form of Christianity throughout the Russian empire, in the kingdom of Greece, in European Turkey,
among both Slavs and. Greeks, in parts
of Austria and of Hungary, and in
Roumania, Bulgaria, Servia and
The highest officers of the
church are the faqr patriarchs of Constantinople, Alexandria, Andioch and
Jerusalem, but the most important of
these rulers is the patriarch of Con
stantinople, Germaneoa V, known also
as the Oecumenical patriarch. He is the
most exalted ecclesiastic of the east
ern church and his influence reaches
far outside of the land of the patri
archate,
Mont-enegr-

TURKEY RETAINS THE
GERKIAN CRUISERS

en
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bite or irritate the
Tuvpn
"TuxedoTZldeai Smoke in , delicate membranes ot the mouth or tnroac.
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II,
mil nhinion. If UOU find UOUT
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men in eyerywV
pipeful of .,
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Tuxedo. It s a wonderful bracer.
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Try Tuxedo This Week!

DINH GJLLY

smoking gives added
the pipe is filled
then
pleasure
with luxedo.
tuxedo provides
mo
hen enjoyment than any
ether tobacco I nov.

H

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

.

Convenient
witti moiature-Droo-

;
Tfrpocke-- 1 Ut
ff C
pouch,
inner-line- d
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In Clues Humidors 50c and 90c
THE

AMERICAN

TOBACCO

COMPANY

Lyceum Tickets
--

Money for Militiai
Denver, Oct. 19. State Treasurer M.
A.Leddy said today that he had purchased on behalf of the state about
1100,000 worth of the $1,000,000 Issue
of "insurrection" bonds voted by the
state
iPErlslature last spring, using
school funds for that purpose. He ex
plained that the law authorized him to
invest the school funds in any good
securities. The state, weoks ago, made
an unsuccessful nttompt to buy the in
surrection bonds, which were voted to
defray militia expMises in connection
with the coal miners' strike,
"Is it planned to nnUia up the entire
issue ot bonds or so much as may be
necessary if the state troops again
-

your general health

I!

Albuquerque, N. M,
Pecos, N. M. ,
Trinidad. Colo.
Eowe, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

t
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WOOL, HIDES Gl PELTS, LUMBER.
BAIN WAGONS
; NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PFLESSES 7

5

If

CI

You Will Find

1

farjannauj

Reserved $eats,vyiil be
given out

n

f

J

v.

Ml

M

AT THE
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East Las Vegas. N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.

CULL
Order Your

told1 'callers today ne
the
with
operators were not
gotiations
over but the changes they had sug
gested in the mediation plan rendered
it "valueless." He Indicated he could
not accept the change

-

satisfaction and enjoyment possible out of
your smoking, and at
the end of the month

1

' The president

isir tnrr .Tiixedo for a month and cut
out other smokes, you will rind that you are

' - -

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

Wholesale Grocers

Washington, Oct. 19. President
son is considering the advisability of
withdrawing federal troops from the
Colorado coal fields as the result of
the deadlock with the operators, who
refuse to join in the president's proposal for settlment of the strike, al
ready accepted by the miners. Gov
ernor Ammons, according to informa
tion here, Is planning reorganization of
the Colorado National Guard to makt
the presence of fedeTai' troops

rsMYint Rtinor.

r

FOR SALE
Four room adobe house, newly repaired and completely furnished; tuo
lots well Improved. Price "jSfiO.OO.
INVESTMENT AND AGENCY COR
PORATION
603 Lincoln Avenue

IN2QRP0RA TED

Wit- -

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

AUTO STAGE

Automobile stage nne to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vega postofSoe
8 a. m.,
arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round
trip, 5;
.one way, 3. Round
trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard,
Prop,

u

WJ I
CONSIDERS
DRAWING REGULAR SOLDIERS
TRINIDAD
FROM

(fi)

c-fn-)

y

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Wen. Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Bobbins.

MORE IN COAL FIELD?

n

Treasurer

i

PRESIDENT

i

"Pipe

SHE ALSO HOLDS THE MEMBERS
OF THE TWO VESSELS'

-

,

Vice-Preside-

Monday
Kid Williams vs. Eddie O'Keefe, at
Philadelphia.
Final meet of Lake Erie Trotting
circuit at Rockport, Ohio.
Thoroughbred racing all week at
Laurel, Md.
Wednesday
directum T, who shattered wctIq's
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
pacing record on October 7, races
pacer William at Grand Rapids.
or
WANTED Work as seamstress
Friday
housework. Address 805 Seventh
Texas Kennel club show opeu;i at
street.
Dallas.

Constantinople, Oct. 19 (via London). The Porte has declined to discharge the German crews of the cruisers Goshen and Breslau, which have
been in Turkish waters since early In
If'
the hostilities, and which are said to
L. McCullough, 1.
Goals from touchdowns White, 4. have been sold by Germany to the
Turkish government. This reply was
Time of game Four
given in answer to the British repre- quarters.
Officials Referee, Tipton; Umpire, ontations regarding the continued
eNoir; Head Linesmen, Chmbie; presence of Germans on board these
.
two vessels.
Timekeepers: Dr. Kotierts ana vv.
The government has now shelved
'.'
Pennls.
the matter, declaring It to be a domestic question, although it had phe- NATIONAL GUARD ONCE viously given repeated assurances that
these Germans would be repatriated.

i

LEAVE

HIS PRESENCE JN CONSTANTINOPLE NOT "d ESI RED, AT THE ,"
PRESENT TIME

spring!

,

INTEREST PAID, ON DEPOSITS

TURKS INVITE GREEK

.

last

President

. .
.
;

s

bright
world's great singers,
confihave
must
of grand opera,
dence in the tobacco they smoke, must
LEO SLEZAK
choose a tobacco that has no harmful effect
"Tuxedo means tobacco superioron their throats.
ity. It easily holds first place in my
Us
wonderful
opinion on account of
Leading singers at the Metropolitan
mildness and fragrance."
current season
Opera House during the Griswold.
Wither- Didnr.
nillv
find Tuxedo the one tobacco they
j spoon
can smoke witn tnorougn cnjuyuicm auu
absolute safety.

WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

o

THE

$30,000.00

WM. G. HAYDON

i

v.

TIME DEPOSITS

CAPITAL STOCK

TAILOR

Grand Opera Stars Choose
TUXEDO

ON

Cashier.
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First Mosquito I tell you the newspapers are the best frienda We have.
Sec6nd Mosquito How's that?
First MosQiUto Why, they had ada.
saying that there were no moaquitoea
In this neighborhood.

OPTIC
RATES

CHANGEABLE

NUM3ER, MA2N
TOR CLASSIFIED

B.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-catiofirst Monday in each
month at Maaonlo Temple

OR. F. H. HUXMANN

n

Oentiet
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
ttt 7:30 m- - p- - A-- Brinegar, Room 1, Center Block. Offlee Phoss
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-TMain 881. Residence Phone Main 411
tary.

Flvs cents per lln
tach Insertion. ft
I
Estimate six ordinary words to llns.
Sr4?
No ad to occupy less space than two
All edvertlsementa
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set I.
O. O, F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meeta every Monday
evening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth iteeet All visiting
brethrea cordially Invited to attend.
J. Friedensttne. N. O.; A. X. Rogere,
V. a.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
V. Hedgoock,
Werta, Treasurer;
WANTED Reliable woman for genCemetery Trustee.
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
B. p, o. ELK 8 Meets second and
WANTED Boarders and roomers by
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month, week or day at 718 Lincoln. month Elks" home on NinO street
Good home cooking.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. SpringIdeal
before
A
MUs Smart
man's
small
SALESMEN
towns,
making
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
ha marries Is the woman he'B going to
should carry our last selling pocket Secretary,
marry.
side line. Special sales plan allowMr. Wise And after marriage bla
Ideal is the woman he didn't marry.
ing return of unsold goods makes KNIGHT AND LADIES OF SECURquick easy sales. $5 commission
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
on each order. $6 to $15 daily profit W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
SHUTS 'EM THEN
for full time. Something new. Write first and third Mondays of each
for outfit today. "Canlfeld Mfg, Co., month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
208 Slgel St., Chicago, 111.
Ladies always welcome- O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
MODERN light housekeeping rooms Montague , Assistant
Deputy, 1011
with sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth Sixth street East Las Vegas, X. U.

Wanted

a

For Rent

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
"
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

a a

I....

1....

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

Den

. Br
7:4
1:20 p. m
11:
p. ft
4. ...11:54 p. m
S:lt
1:25 a. m
t:9 I, &
1:36 p. m
West Bound

1....

I....
7..t.
I....

Detart

l:li

.
1:10 pt m....,
m
:4t
1:35
H
4:20 . m.... 4:81 a. 5.
&
4:85 p. m..... 7:t

a

a

W. T. Huchens, NlrtiOTson, Ga., had
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
feet ankles and Joints were swollen,
and moving about wa3 very painful.
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G, Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

street

IN GAY SANTA FE
Meets second and
Santa Fe, Oct. 19. Saturday evening
FOR RENT Nicely furnished housefourth
Thursday evening eaefe
one of the gayest nighta in Santa
was1
keeping rooms, modern, private fam- month at VT. O. T. halL Vlsltlni
months. The Elks gave a dance
for
Fe
car line brothers cordially Invited. Howard
ily, one block from
of Co1103 Lincoln avenue.
Phone Main Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy. complimentary to the Knights
all
were
day
who
engaged
lumbus,
S67.
yesterday in conferring degrees tion
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA 30 novitiates. The exercises began
PIANO for rent, 417 Eighth.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly with mass at the cathedral at 6:30 yesLove at O. R. C. hall, on the second
terday morning. The Santa Fe club
FOR RENT Furnished room with or
at
each
and
month
fourth
of
Tuesdays
gave its monthly social, which proved
without board; steam heat. 1022
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. so enjoyable that it continued into the
Fourth
street
"Yea; I'm jealous of my husband
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo morning hours. At the National Guard
He Juat can't keep his eyes off of
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es armory a dance kept up until the wee
women."
pecially welcome and cordially Invited, sma' hours and it was midnight when
"Well, you ought to see him some
time when he has a seat in a crowded STOLEN Roan male
the republican banquet and smoker
colt; black
street car."
ended.
mane and tail; white star in face, $5 FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
reward for return. Jacob Davldhlzer.
102 Meets every Monday night li
CITROLAX
DIDN'T TAKE THE HINT,
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
CITROLAX
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
;
CITROLAX
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presl
FOR SALE Cheap, good mandolint dent; Mrs. J. T Buhler, Secretary;
Best thing for constipation, sour
C. H, Bally, Treasurer.
Call C21 Railroad avenue.
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Stops a sick headache almost at
OF COLUMBUS, COUN once. Gives a most thorough and satKNIGHTS
ROCIADA MERCANTILE CO.,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second
Dealers in Choice Timothy Hay and
isfactory flushing no pain, no nauourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
Grain of All Kinds
Ask for Citr
Pioneer building.
Located at Regensberg BrothVisiting memben 3weet and wholesome.
are cordially Invited. Richard Devln' rolaxl O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
ers old stand, 1122 National Ave.
Q. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Send Us Your Orders
Drug Store. Adv.
L. O. O. MOOSE

.
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A Persistent Question
The question has been asked. "In
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
superior to pills?" The answer is,
They are more mild and gentle in
effect and more reliable. Besides
they improve the appetite, cleanse
and invigorate the stomach, correct
disorders of the liver and leave the
Mrs. Wantlt (hinting) If I vere to bowels In a natural and healthy conInherit a million dollars, the first thing dition, while the use of pills, owing
to their drastic effect, is often followI'd do would be to buy a new hat.
For sale by all
Mr. Wantlt In other words, youi ed by constipation."
dealers. Adv.
wealth would go to your head.

EASTERN

A

TRAINMEN MEET
Philadelphia, Oct. 19. One hundred
and twelve chairmen of the Brother
hood of Railroad Trainmen and the

HOT ONE

Order of Railroad Conductors are
gathered here today for the discussion of working conditions of railroad
operatives in the east, and tomorrow
will open a three days' conference.
Ail railroads east of the Mississippi
river are represented. General conditions on the various lines will be discussed, and plans will be made for the
coming year.

w

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds
1,000

pounds

200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

or More, each dllvery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery...:...

per 100
25c per 100
30c per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100
20c

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AG'UA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

fl
i

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

ANT AD

AKQ
(SELL

WHAT YOU D3NT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUT the particular thing Is worth most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.

the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of use fulness of any sort, musical Instruments.

OTHERS who read and answer

(
"""V

DR. ADELAIDE

JONE8-BOWER-

f

ss

LODGE NO. , A. f.
A. M. Regular com-

Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
munication first
in Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
third Thursday
Residence phone Main 384
month.
Visiting
etc
biOthers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H. 8. Vn
MONUMENT CO
Petten. Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
IS Tears Practical Experience,
Reg-KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
W. W. BOWERS.
E. A. JONES
y
4Jt ular conclave second atTues-deMa
In each mcttth
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-La.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
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RESTAURANT

For zto

Rightly
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LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REQULAB DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES
BEST
fXJJI
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Mr. IlpntiftfV

nn

in th

paper about a man who had one wife
too many.
Mrs. Ilenpeck Bigamist, eh?
Mr. Ilenpeck Ob! no; he'd only
been married once.
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WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

SATIS!

y
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

OCTOBfcF?

MONDAY,

19,

1914.
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ASSESSES

Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve Honths:
CLUB'S

THE WOMEN'S

AGAZ

HOI

COMPANION

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN

at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay

By placing your subscription

Iff TIE

CALL

ID

OFFICE

LEAVE

AH SKHIPTI

i- -

j

I

3

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$7.00

$7.50

$6.00

$6.50
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comical noses. Tue pictures at the
Browne Saturday night were enjoyed
showed
who
camera
TU
fiends,
a
their funny pictures of home folks by everybody, and equally as. DigOld
of
the
see
will
pictures
crowd
one
Saturday night at the Browne to
Some
of the largest crowds iu the history Town folks tomorrow night
was
done
work
ty
of the theater, will reproduce "Old wonderfully quick
pictures
taking
fiends
Saturday,
the
the
at
night
Town" Tuesday
Vegas.
In action and getThey are working on the West side of football players
the screen at
for
them
ready
today and tomorrow getting pictures ting
of everyone they can catch in the most night.
IN "OLD TOWN"

FIENDS

1.

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge

'

F? WILL

L:

.

!

OCTOBER

19, 1914.

the state department at Washington opinion of observers this probably will
to bring more Carranza wounded into result In at least a temporary check
to Maytorena, who has made no
this country.
attack since his defeat latfl
OF THE NEW BISHOP
last week. Hill has been defending
Cannon for Hill
the town without artillery, allowing
El Paso. Texas., Oct. 19. Four can- the Indians to
RT. REV. F. B. HOWDEN TO BE
creep close to his ennon of modern type passed through
EPISwhile
AT
trenchments
HONOR
GUEST OF
Maytorena has
here today on the way to Naco, Ariz., been
with two pieces.
COPAL RECTORY
bombarding
where they will, be crossed to General
Hill, who for nearly three weeks has
Beginning at 7:30 o'clock this evenHARVEY'S IS OPEN
been
defending the Mexican town of
ing a reception, will be given at St. Naco
of
the
Governor
against
attack,
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Paul's Episcopal rectory in honor of
Indian troops. In the Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
the lit. Rev. Fi, B. Howden, the new Maytorena's
bishop of the Episcopal missionary district of New Mexico. All friends and
members of the Episcopal denominaA
tion are invited, as well as any other
Las Vegans who may wish to meet the
prelate. Yesterday Bishop Howden
preached the 11 o'clock service at St.
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church. A
large congregation was present and
highly enjoyed the bishop's remarks.

Saturday's

St

TONIGHT

First Show Starts at

7:15
MONDAY
"The Trail of the Love Lorn".

Market

Tbanhouser
Two Reels
"Sheltering An lngrate"
American.

BE

Fresh Pure
Buckwheat Ffour
Concord Grapes

LOCAL NEWS

.

Old Taylor WhisKey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Peaches

Cutler Brothers, Insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Strawberries
Datenut Butter

For

North-

NEW ELECTRIC THERM AX

- $7.00 - -

but during COFFEE WEEK we will sell
to the purchaser of 1 lb of any brand coffee

JI4'98
Stearns' STORE

sVebiLlprice of

"7.j

;

FAREWELL

RECEPTION

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

FOR MR. ANDERSON

JOHN II. YORK

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Percolator, the regular price of which is

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

SaleSome household furniture

including sewing machine and organ.
721 Eighth St. Adv.

the

HONOR

Service based on the facilities
and experienq gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

California Grapes

We will demonstrate
some brand of coffee

I!

-

Fancy Chickens

COFFEE WEEK
If

MONDAY,-

ECEPIION

NEXT WEEK
it

OPTIC.

vative Bank.

WILL PART WITH
METHODISTS
WELL BELOVED PASTOR

Grocer and Baker

WITH REGRET
The report of yesterday's weather,
as recorded at the volunteer observanot testify as to whether he learned of It is being planned to give the Rev.
tion station at the New Mexico Nor-ma- d
Staab's proficiency at bridge E. C. Anderson, retiring pastor of the
Judge
University was: Maximum 77;
sessions of the board of bar First Methodist church, a farewell reduring
minimum 36.
examiners.
ception at the church next Friday
Mr. Anderson, who had
evening.
Yesterday afternoon the entertain
Aid society of the. First ju3t entered upon the fifth year of
The
Ladies'
of
the
ment committee
Elks, together
with a committee of ladies appointed Methodist church will meet tomorrow his pastorate in Las Vegas, was
for the purpose, met at the Elks' homo afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the church transferred to Itoswell by the bishop
and made arrangements for a Hallow- for work. All members are requested of this district to succeed the Rev.
.
Henry Van Valkenburgh, who goes to
een party, fuller details of which will to be present.
Tucson, Ariz. Mr. Anderson's call to
be anounced later. ""
Mrs. iiyron T. Mills has received the larger field has awakened a
Word has reached Las Vegas that notice by, telegraph of the death of feeling of real loss among all his
W. D, HartTeyf 'ion Jof"tte"'late' Harry her brother Frank M, Kenderdine, at friends, who7n hbweyer,v cqngratulate
his home-iTopeka, Kan. Mr. Ken- him upon being chosen 'for., a more
Hartley and formerly of this cityfcas
remunerative and wider work.
been appointed division foreman of the derdine was well known rhere.
The following committee has charge
Santa Fe at Barstow, Cal. He formerW." C. Page of the Page Furniture of the reception: J. A. Ross, chairat
was
Point
foreman
house
round
ly
and Undertaking company says a mis- man; C. V. Hedgoock, W. G. Ogle,
Richmond, Cal.
understanding exists, in regard to the Thoralf Sundt, Mrs. Leon JPiirham
announcement that his ffirm 'would ni Mrs. .1. C. Schlott.
Esiquiet Esquibel and Raymundo
a prize to the winner of the bet
give
Silva were arrested Saturday evening
contest at the county fair
ter
babies
on
a
Hunzaker
Officer
Jesse
charge
by
and
wishes
he
the public to ba cor- MEXICANS WILL C0I1PLY
of drunkenness, This morning they
were arraigned before Police Judge D. rectly informed. Mr. Page says the
announcement was not authorized by
R- AMERICAN DEMAND
Murray and pleaded guilty. The
men were fined ? 5 each, which they liimself jor the committee in charge
of the contest, so far as he can learn.
said they would pay.
H3 says if he can find that the offer ON THIS ASSURANCE VERA CRUZ
MAY BE EVACUATED IN
An order has ibeen received toy wa3 properly authorized he will be
NEAR FUTURE
;',
FosCmaster E. V. Long from the pos- glad to make it good. Mr. Page says
tal department at Washington, requir- he could not have given a prize without the authority of the committee.
19. President
ing that all the carriers of the Esst
Washington, Oct.
acLas Vegas office shall keep an
Wilson announced today that admincurate recor of the mileage covered
istrative Instructions incident to the
evacuation of Vera Cruz by the Amerdaily on their routes. This Is a gen' GIVES THE DEVIL
eral order going to all the delivering
ican forces had been referred by Genoffices in the country, and It is
eral Carranza to the national convenBAD
MINUTES tion at Aguas Calientes. Consul Sillir
thought that the department is enman, who conferred
with General
deavoring to determine what properly will consitute a fair delivery for
Aguilar" at Vera Cruz, reports that the
CRIMM ROLLS UP latter has givea assurances that all
EVANGELIST
the carriers.
SLEEVES AND ATTACKS
the points will be satisfactorily adSATANIC OPPONENT
For the purpose of organization, the
justed. Such an arrangement is satnewly elected board or directors of the
isfactory to administration officials
Commercial club will meet in called
Yesterday was "high tide" day for here as they believe the action of the
session Wednesday evening in the club the Crimm-Cumbi- e
revival. The evan- convention will be binding on any furooms. President W. P, Southard is gelists conducted three services during ture
government in Mexico.
sued the call for the meeting this the day to a well filled house each
morning. Permanent committees will time. Saturday night was also a cru
Wounded are Cared For
be appointed and the work of the club cial point in the meeting when a host
Washington, Oct. 19. Of the 125
for the coming year will be outlined. of Christian people gave the evangelist Mexican wounded men brought to
The new officers of the organization their hand, saying they were reconsejthe American side at Naco,
are ready to take up their duties with crating their lives and were going to
after the fighting between
enthusiasm and a most successful year stand back of the campaign which is .Mexican forces, 46 have been allowed
is predicted.
now on.
jto remain. The slightly wounded
At last night's service the young
(have been returned to Mexico. The 46
Las Vegas folk will be interested in men of the Y. M. C. A. had charge of will be sent to the hospital at Doug-- I
the efforts of Paul Staab 'of Santa Fe the music and did their part to the las, where their expenses will be
to break the will of his brother, the delight of all present Before begin- - paid by tne Carranza leaders.
late Probate Judge Julius Staab of Al- ning the service last night, Crlmm
buquerque, who died a little over a said he had a stiff limb from the jolts
Sentence to Dea(th
years ago in Switzerland, while travel- he received in the football game SatDouglas, Ariz., Oct. 19. Of the 77
ing In Europe. Judge Staab was well urday, buf he assured the people that Mexican wounded turned back to
known here, having visited often at it would take more than a broken limb Naco, Sonora, yesterday because
they
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Max Nord-hau- to make him stop fighting the devil in were able to walk, many were sufter- Charles A.' Spiess of this city Las Vegas. And before the sermon ing from serious wounds, according to
represents the proponents in the con- was over every one present could veri- Dr. W. A. Green, who is acting as
test case. At the session of the court fy the statement He rolled up his chief surgeon for the Carranza forces
in Albuquerque Saturday William J. sleeves and tussled with old Nick for under General
Benjamin Hill. Green
Lucas of this .city was an important one hour and during that time he gave came here with the 47 other Mexican
witness, testifying to Judge Staab's the devil a lively scrap.
soldiers who were permitted to come
There were no services today as into the United States for treatment.
ability as a lawyer, demonstrated during his term as a member of the state this is the evangelist's rest day. Serv"Some of the men turned back were
board of bar examiners, and his ap- ices tomorrow and every morning and suffering from bullet wounds in the
parent thorough mental stability, Mr. flight throughout the" week.
head," said Green. "Others had arms
'
Lucas testified that Judge Staab was "?.)'..
amputated. - For the most of these the
an excellent bridge player, thus showMiss Minnie Holzman of Albuquer- order turning them back was a veriting a good mentality, but was apt to que has returned from that city with able sentence to death, as there are no
become excited when losing, which is Mrs. Charles A.
Spiess, and is the adequate hospital facilities at Naco,
not entirely unusual. Mr. Lucas did house guest of Mrs.
Spiess this week. and the town is unsanitary)."
Green has made another request to

ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S.' Federal Reserve Bank
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PURE AND SWEET
APP1
SO
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FURNITURE
lu
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GALLOP
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AT RIGHT PRICES

40c
Extra fine Broom
7
25c
Toilet Paper, six rolls
J
10s
Store Pipe, each
Elbows
10c
Malleable Stove Lifters, each
10c
Wooden Mixing Spoons, each
5c
10c
Paring Knives, good quality, each
y
Can Opener, each
.
.
5c
10c
Lamp Chimneys, each
5c
Pipe Collars, two for
These are lust a, few of the many values to be found in this store.
Remember our regular prices will always compare favorably with any
"Special" or "Sale" prices.
Cut-Eas-

Page Furniture (L Undertaking Co.

Phone Vegas

114

511

Sixth St

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW MEXICO.

'MODERATE

PRICES

if.

fp.ay

a

is

,.

Remains a
Hoosier Kitchen

i

e

OMBMEf"
Sold at

Hoosier
"White Beauty"

Reasonable Prices
On Easy Payments

Advertised in Leadii'g Magazines

J.

'

Ri NECESSITIES

Best Piece of

SPSE

.

IHE ESJl WIS
THE CASH GROCER
A

B

C. JOHNSEN & SON
Exclusive Local Agents

60

i

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for the auto.
ALL

W1K

DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS FEEFECTNESS

I

li

ill

knows there is no economy in
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuowa the best
is the cheapest That la why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

s.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

If

11:3

llo

HOT AIR
Of Tiie

Bast Of Everyiing Eatable

''AlJvist' deceived
TCew

ries,

Evaporated Raspberries, Loganber-

Currents, RaJsens, Lemon Peel,

The Las Vegas Automobile
1 and Machine Shop

H WILL take a balloon a
pj long way up. But it won't
KEEP it there.
D

IN
I
I

HAJESVIC
MFG.

CD.

f$

MAJESTIC

(l.f))

MFG. CO.

t

5 BaJesOc f'ongas
II

-

'-

Orixnge Peel and Citron

!,
i

y

OMAF & DOTABD CO. STOSE

ii
--
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,

have been sold by us for
L5
years and every range
is still giving satisfaction.
EASIEST TEEEI5
LUDWIG

IW
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TOO RAHf
of our last shipment.

'l

You didn 1

jjj

set

your FORD out

We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

IIS

Clean

EARLY

or Dye
your old

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las VtJ is Sirar.1

-

&v.vA

a

this time.

as. iLrriJi
Agents

i ill.

tor Tha Ford
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